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Window
Look outside your window. 
What can you see? How connected 
are the things you see outside? See 
how many connections you can make?
A caterpillar and a butterfly?
A table and a chair?
A bird and a nest ?
A bee and a flower?
A vehicle and a road?
Try to make 20 or so connections. Is it 
easy or…?

Look outside your window. 
What outside makes your heart sing? 
What makes you feel happy?
Is it the sun shining or the wind blowing?
Is it the clouds moving or the rain falling?
Is it the flowers blooming or the fresh air or the sense of freedom outside?
Do you know? Think about this a while.
Can you think of some times when you have been sitting looking out the window but not able to 
go outside? When you were a child? Now? What stops you??
Make a little list of those memories…
Do you know why you couldn’t go out?

Look outside your window.
Choose something that ‘jumps out’ at you and observe it carefully. Now try to draw it exactly as 
you see it. Pay close attention to the shape and colour.
Can you draw without lifting your pencil off the page until you have completed the drawing?

Creator: Leith Hogan

Outside? Inside?
There are two views.
We can choose which one we focus upon.
Do you ever find that you choose to look at the same things every time you look? Think about 
your ‘looking’ habits.
Can you change one thing? Instead of looking at the big scene outside can you focus on a small 
detail and think about where that small part fits into the big picture?
Now can you look at the inside scene. Do the same thing.
Do you approach looking in the same way each time?
Which one makes you think the most - inside or outside?
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What is change? 
What are the different ways people/animals/things can change? 
Make a list of all of the living things that you can think of that 
change?
Can you identify 10? More?
Can you think of change in relation to yourself? 
You were a baby and now you are…. ?
Can you identify some different stages in your life? 
Can you think of something that you did when you were one, then two then three up until the age 
that you are now? 

It is pretty amazing to think that every stage of your life means that you changed. 
Do you remember a change that was magic? When you learnt to ride a bike or when you learnt 
to do something that you had really wanted to do?
Write a little bit about this change.

Can you think about a change that was very tough for you? 
What or who helped you make that change?
Write a little bit about this change. 

Think about the butterfly. 
What would happen if it thought it wanted to stay as a caterpillar? What 
if it was too frightened to change? It wants to refuse to change into a 
butterfly.  What could happen? 
Write a little story about ‘The caterpillar that refused to change!’

Do you ever have the thought that you are NOT going to adapt or 
change to something you don’t feel confident to do? That you don’t 
want to do? That you don’t think is right for you? Can you think of at 
least one for each of these? 

Can you think of a time that you had a tantrum about NOT changing? 
Did you change/adapt?
What helped you to change?
What sometimes keeps you resisting change?
Do you know?
Is it someone or something that you need to feel confident to take on a change? 
What do you need? 
Can you identify this?

Write down some of the people that help you take on change.

Write them a little note about what they do to help you change / adapt to life.

Let then know how important they are to you as you grow and change.

Change
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Can you draw the life cycle of a butterfly and show the changes that are happening at each 
stage of the cycle?

Can you draw yourself and show the stages of change that you have gone through within the 
drawing to get to where you are now? 

Can you create something that shows the changes that you have gone through but that shows 
that the essential YOU has stayed at the heart of yourself?

Draw yourself and now change yourself into something else: 
A singer, a sailor, a princess, a mountaineer, an explorer… anything.

Are you different inside because you have drawn yourself in different clothes? 

Think about this for a while. How different does a costume make you feel? Do you change inside 
to match the costume you wear? Do you change because of the work/role you take on? 

Change
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